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Cycle 2 - Passing & Receiving - Session 3

Activity: Pass,Receiving and Switch
Organization: 40x30 area, 8 players to start with alternates at each
starting point. Play goes at the same time from starting points A &
B. Each player follows their pass.
Instruction: Players follow sequence shown in picture from both
sides.
CP's: part of foot/part of ball, eye contact, movement away from
marker, weight and accuracy, open shape, positive first touch,
support runs, communication.

Passing , Receiving & Switch (20 mins)

Organisation
20 x20 yds area, 8 players, 4 balls
Practice starts with 4 target players on the outside
In the middle 2 A’s who are looking to receive a pass from T’s
Players in middle are to try and get away from from D’s and receive
a pass in any empty square to score a point.
Make it unopposed, D's shadow A's
If D’s in the same area when A’s receive a pass no point is scored
A’s can pass to any T’s on the outside before looking for another
T’s
T’s to reach 5 points before change with T’s on the outside.
Progressions
Double number of A’s (2 pair)
Can 2 pair combine with one T’ to receive back form T to find
another T (which pair is quicker)
Can 2 pair combine with all 4 T’s (which pair is quicker)
Limit to amount of passes before finding T’s
Coaching Points
Both passer and receiver need to communicate
Body shape
Quick change of pace, direction to get away from D’s
Each pair need to receive a pass into an empty square to score
Clever movement
Awareness of position of D’s
Timing of pass, weight & release of pass - T's must play quick to avoid D's tackling A's 

Receving, passing & Finding Space (20 mins)

Organisation -
Area 14 x 10 yrds, divided into 2 areas (6x10) with a central zone
(2x10) with 2 D’s.
12 players(change to suit) 2A’s V 1 D in each area
6 balls for each group
Practice starts in each channel (6x10) form opposite ends ,
through the 2v1 situation.
Players look to transfer 6 balls to the opposite player in the
quickest time
Players rotate position after each practice objective.
Progressions
Extra D in (from central Zone) to Create a 2 v 2 once initial pass is
made into 2 A’s
A’s pass to T and changes place with outside Team mate
Of the 6 balls available, D’s can only come in to join to create 2v2

Passing & Receiving (20 mins)



on limited number of occasions (e.g. 1, 2,3 balls) or set number of
passes.
Begin v 2v2, A’s aloud to support behind creating a 3V2, begin with
overloads, join the two pitches to create a 4v4.
Coaching Points
Passing, movement & dribbling techniques
Weight of pass, accuracy of pass –to back foot
Body shape when receiving
Making early decisions & retaining the ball or combination with team mate to gain success
A’s looking for opportunities to turn & move –on, in possession.
Combination of 2v1’s
Composure in tight mark areas, patient, ball retention, play backwards to play foreward

Organisation
Area 20x10 yrds, 16  players, 2 balls(change on available) 3V1
with T & GK =12players
Practice starts with; 4 A Vs 2 D’s in each half with 2 T’s (target
players) on the opposite sides
A’s within each half keep possession in own half, whilst looking
to transfer the ball to T player
Ball is transferred back to A’s from T’s to start again
Ball must be kept on the ground
T move up side ways to receive ball 
T must receive the ball to dribble outside the internal area
before passing back to A’s
Progressions
T dribbles ball back to to restart & becomes a D once giving ball
back to A’s, one D becomes T
A must make a number of predetermined passes before
tnsfering ball to T
Add Gk behind T, for T to shoot – can opposite players D close
down T
Coaching Points
Maintain good body position, whilst looking to maintain possesson
Players need to be aware & access opportunities to make penetrative passes through ever changing pictures.
Support play, whilst looking for long range pass to open play / break the lines
Patience, before playing pass into Target’s
Weight of pass / Accuracy
Movement in possession to support
Body shape to receive

Passing & Receiving (Technical) (20 mins)

Game: Pass Out/Switch Out
Organization: 40x30 area, 5v5 w/ neutral & 4 switch outs (2 per
team)
Objective: Coach passing/rec with the intention of switching the
play. Play always restarts from the coach.
CP's: Decsion Making, part of ball/part of foot, open shape, positive
first touch, eye contact, communication, check shoulders, near/far
support, mobility, creativity.

SSG (10 mins)
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